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In this paper, first we present a cl-semigroup structure on L-fuzzy ideals, and 
conclude that the set of all L-fuzzy quasi-ideals is a cl-monoid with zero. Then we 
obtain a Galois connection between two cl-semigroups of L-fuzzy ideals of 
homomorphic rings. Finally, by using Galois connections, we give the concepts of 
contracted and extended L-fuzzy ideals, and some related results are given. 0 1992 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Zadeh in [ 1 l] introduced the notion of a fuzzy subset of a nonempty set 
X as a function from X to [0, 11. Goguen in [2] generalized the fuzzy 
subsets of X, to L-fuzzy subsets, as a function from X to a lattice L. 
Wang-jin Liu [4] introduced the notion of a fuzzy ideal of a ring, and then 
in [S] he gave the concept of an L-fuzzy ideal and obtained some basic 
properties of that. Since then several authors have developed the results on 
(L-) fuzzy ideals, for example, see [6,7,8, 10, 123. 
In this paper, first we present a cl-semigroup structure (for this notation 
see [l, p. 3271) on the set of L-fuzzy ideals which attain a EL at zero of 
R. And we conclude that the set of all L-fuzzy quasi-ideals of a ring is a 
modular cl-monoid with zero. Then we use the concept of Galois 
connections (see [ 1, p. 1241) and construct a Galois connection between 
two cl-semigroups of L-fuzzy ideals of homomorphic rings. Finally by 
considering Galois connections we define the concepts of contracted and 
extended L-fuzzy ideals, and some related results are given. Among which 
we show there exists a dual isomorphism between two complete lattices of 
contracted L-fuzzy ideals and extended L-fuzzy ideals of homomorphic 
rings. Also a necessary and sufficient condition of a contracted L-fuzzy 
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prime ideal is given, and it is shown that every L-fuzzy ideal of the ring of 
a quotient of a given ring is an extended L-fuzzy ideal. 
From now on in this paper R and S are commutative rings with identity. 
L=(L,<, V, A ) stands for the completely distributive lattice (see 
[l, p. 1191) which has the least and greatest elements, say 0 and 1. For a 
nonempty set X, let 
F(X) = {A 1 A is an L-fuzzy subset of X} . 
If A, BE F(X) then A 6 B if and only if A(x) < B(x), for all x E X. 
Let h : R + S be a function, A E F(R), and BE F(S). Define h(A) E F(S) 
and h-‘(B)cF(R) by 
i 
sup A(x) if hk’(y)#@, 
W)(Y)= XC~-‘(Y) and h-‘(B)(x) = B(h(x)), 
0 if k’(y)= 0, 
respectively. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let A E F(R) be nonempty. Then A is called a L-fuzzy 
ideal of R if and only if, for any x, y E R, A(x - y) > A(x) A A(y) and 
NXY) a A(x) v A(Y). 
We let Z(R) be the set of all L-fuzzy ideals of R. 
DEFINITION 1.2 [S, Definitions 2.1 and 3.41. Let A, BEF(R), then AO B 
and ABEF(R) are defined as follows: 
(i) AoB(x)=V,,,,(A(y) A B(z)), for some y, ZER 
(ii) AW)=V,=x~~,y,z, (A~gi~n (A(Yi) A B(zJ)), for SOme no M 
yi, zie R. 
DEFINITION 1.3 (see [ 10, p. 973). Let A E F(R) be nonempty. Then 
KE Z(R), which is defined by A(x) = /jA GBEICRJ B(x), is the smallest 
L-fuzzy ideal of R containing A, i.e., A is the L-fuzzy ideal generated by A. 
COROLLARY 1.4 (see [ 10, p. 991). Let A, BE Z(R), and AB is nonempty. 
Then ABE Z(R) and AB = A 0 B. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let A E F(R) be nonempty. Then A is given by 
A(x) = V for some n E N, ai, xi6 R. 
x = .g=, ai*, 
( /j A(ai)) 
l<i<n 
Proof: This is a special case of Theorem 1.1 of [lo], since R is a 
commutative ring with identity. 
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2. A cl-SEMIGROUP STRUCTURE ON L-FUZZY IDEALS 
The set Z(R) may not form a lattice in general, as mentioned in [IO, 
p. 971, so it may not be a complete lattice, and hence not a cl-monoid as 
well. However, we will show that (Theorem 2.6) for 0 #a EL, I”(R) is a 
cl-semigroup. Moreover if c( = 1, then Z’(R) is a cl-monoid with zero, where 
Z*(R)= {A [,4~Z(R),andA(O)=a}. 
To this end we need some preliminaries as follows: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A, BE Z*(R). Then Al? E Z”(R). 
Proof: This can be obtained easily from Definition 1.2(ii), and 
Lemma l.l(iii) of [lo]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A E F(R) and V,, R A(x) = a. Then A E Z”(R). 
Proof: It is enough to show that A(0) = c(. And this follows from 
Corollary 1.5 and Lemma l.l(iii) of [lo]. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let {A,},sr~Za(R). Then VxER(VyE,-Ar(.x))=~. 
Proof: The proof easily follows by using Lemma l.l(iii) of [lo]. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let {A,},, r - = la(R). Define the L-fuzzy subsets 
AyerAy and VyerAy of R by 
THEOREM 2.5. Let {A,}ycr~ZOL(R) and BEI”( Then 
0) Vy.rAy~fW~ 
6) (Vy.rAy) B and B(Vy.rAy)~WU, 
(iii) Vyer (A,@ and Vysr (B-4,) EZYW, 
(iv) (V,,,Ay) B=V,,My% 
(~1 BWy.i-Ay)=Vy.,Wy). 
ProojI The proof of (i), (ii), and (iii) follow from Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 
2.3. Now we prove (iv). It is easy to see that 
,1/, (AA G (v 4) B. Ycr (1) 
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Next we show that: 
TfZEZ(R) and V (A,B)<Z, then V A, B<Z. 
( > 
(2) 
y E r y E r 
For arbitrary x in R, if we use Definition 1.2(ii), Corollary 1.5, the 
formula of generalized associative law in [ 1, p. 1171, and Proposition 2 
of [2], then by some manipulation and letting x* be equal to the set of all 
decompositions of x, as x = x7=, (Cyi, a,b,) yj, for some n and mj E N, 
au, b,, and Y,E R, we get 
=V A 
x* l<j<n 
( A (V Ay(ag) A B(Yj))) 
l<i<m, yer 
= 
v A ( 1 <b, (A&Q) A B(Y,))), 
x*,y,,srlq6n . . , 
by using generalized associative law, and Proposition 2 of 
[2] two times 
G V A 
x*,y,,srl<j<n 
( A (Ay,(avbg) A B(y,)))> 
1 <i<m, 
since the A,? are L-fuzzy ideals 
G V /j ( /j (Ay,,B(~,b,Yjl))~ 
x*,YIIEr l<j<n I <iCm, 
by Definition 1.2(ii) 
= V A 
x* l<j<n 
( A ( V (A,B)(abb, y,))) 9 
icing, ycr 
by using generalized associative law, and Proposition 2 of 
[2] two times 
> 
9 since // (A,B)<Z 
yer 
Thus (Vue r A?) B< Z, and hence (2) is proved. Therefore (l), (2), and 
Definition 1.3 imply that V,,r(A,B) = (Vycr AY) B. Thereby (iv) is 
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proved. The proof of (v) is similar to (iv), so the proof of the theorem is 
completed. 
Remember that a cl-groupoid is a complete lattice with a binary 
operation satisfying 
a V b, = V M@ 
( > 
and V a, b = V (ad). 
B B ( > 1 
A cl-groupoid with associative multiplication is called a cl-semigroup, if it 
has a 1 it is called a cl-monoid (see [l, p. 3271). 
THEOREM 2.6. Z”(R) has a cl-semigroup structure. 
Proof: We define the multiplication of two elements of P(R) as the 
product of two L-fuzzy ideals, which has been defined in Definition 1.2(ii). 
So by Lemma 2.1, Z’(R) is closed under this binary multiplication, and is 
associative by Proposition 4.3(a) of [S]. Now if (Ayjypr& I”(R), then it is 
easy to see that A,, r A, is the g.l.b., and m is the 1.u.b. of {A,},,r. 
Hence the proof of the theorem will be completed by using Theorem 2.5. 
DEFINITION 2.7 (Definition 4.1 of [ 51). A E Z(R) is called an L-fuzzy 
quasi-ideal if A(0) = 1. 
We denote the set of all L-fuzzy quasi-ideals of R by QZ(R). 
COROLLARY 2.8. QZ(R) is a cl-monoid with zero. 
ProoJ: In fact QZ(R) is Z’(R). Thus by Theorem 2.6, it is a cl-semigroup. 
And by Proposition 4.3(c) of [S], QZ(R) has an identity element xR, where 
x stands for the characteristic function. At last it is easy to see that xCO) is 
the zero element of QZ(R). Hence the proof is complete. 
3. A GALOIS CONNECTION BETWEEN LATTICES OF L-FUZZY IDEALS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let h : R + S be a ring homomorphism. Then h induces an 
adjoint pair (h*, h,) between two cl-semigoups I*(R) and Z”(S) as follows: 
(i) h* : Z’(R) + P(S), where h*(A) =h(A) 
(ii) h, :Za(S)+Za(R), where h,(B)=h-l(B). 
Proof. This is easy. 
From now on h: R + S is a ring homomorphism and the pair (h*, h,) 
is as in Theorem 3.1. In particular, if there is no danger of confusion h*(A) 
(resp. h,(B)) is abbreviated by A* (resp. B,). 
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THEOREM 3.2. If we use the dual partial ordering on Z’(S), then the pair 
(h*, h,) forms a Galois connection between Z”(R) and Z*(S). 
ProojI By [I, p. 1241 it is enough to show that in the case of ordinary 
partial ordering, 
A*<B if and only if A < B, . (3) 
Let A* < B, then for arbitrary x in R we have 
4x1 G W)(W)) < A*(h(x)) < B(h(x)) = B,(x). 
Thus A < B,. Conversely let A < B,, and let y be an arbitrary element of 
S. If A*(y) = 0, then A*(y) < B(y). Otherwise, by using the definition of 
A*, Corollary 1.5, the generalized associative law, Proposition 2 of [2], 
some manipulation, and letting y* be equal to the set of all decompositions 
of y, as y = C;= i h(xJ zi, for some xi E R, zi E S, n E N, we get 
A*(Y)=v( /i A(x+V( f\ B,(xi)) 
).* ISiGn . . 
= V ( A 
I.* l<i<n 
Bihixi)))‘; \)iTi h(xi) zi) 
Y’ i=l 
= B(Y). 
Hence A* < B, thereby (3) is proved. 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf we consider the conditions of Theorem 3.2, then 
(i) A 6 (A*), 
(ii) B< (B,)* 
(iii) ((A*).,.)* = A* 
(iv) ((B,)*), = B,. 
Proof: The proof follows from [l, p. 124, and formula (9) on p. 1231. 
DEFINITION 3.4. If we consider the conditions of Theorem 3.2, then A* 
and B, are called the extension of A and the contraction of B, respectively. 
DEFINITION 3.5. BE Z”(S) is called an extended L-fuzzy ideal iff B = A*, 
for some A E I”(R). And A E I”(R) is called a contracted L-fuzzy ideal iff 
A = B,, for some B E Z”(S). 
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COROLLARY 3.6. Let V and &‘” be defined as 
V = {A ( A E Za( R), and A is a contracted L-fuzzy ideal} 
8” = {B 1 BE I”(S), and B is an extended L-fuzzy ideal}. 
Then V and 8’ are complete lattices. 
Proof First we prove V:” is a complete lattice. Let (A,},,, be an 
arbitrary subset of V”. We show that A, E r A, E V. For arbitrary y E r we 
have A,,= (B,),, for some B, EZ’(S). Now it is easy to see that 
r\yErAy=(&,ErBY)*. But &,,rB,~Za(S), thus l\rErAy~V. Therefore 
by Theorem 3 of [ 1, p. 1121, %?’ is a complete lattice. 
Now we show that &” is a complete lattice. Let {B,},,, be an arbitrary 
subset of 8”. Thus 
Vy E r, 3A, E Z”(R), such that B, = At. (4) 
Now we show that AYET B,= (AyErAy)*. For arbitrary YES’, let y* be 
equal to the set of all decompositions of y as y = C;= I h(xi) zi, for some 
n E IV, xi E R, zi E S. If y* = a, then it can be checked that (AYE,. B,)( y) = 
(AYET A,)* (y) =O. Otherwise by using (4), Theorem 3.1(i), Corollary 1.5, 
the definition of h(A), the generalized associative law, Proposition 2 of [2], 
and some manipulation we get 
= /j v( /j A,(xi)) YCT Y' I<i<n 
=v A ( A A,(xi)), by formula (4) of [ 1, p. 1191 
Y* Ycr l$i<n 
=y l~,.,((~~rAy) (Xi)), bysomemanipulation 
Proposition 2 of [2] 
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Hence l\ypI. B, = (A,, ,- A,)*. Thus AyE ,- B, E 8. Therefore by Theorem 3 
of [l, p. 1121, 8” is a complete lattice. 
Now by considering Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.6, the following 
corollary is a trivial consequence of Theorem 20 of [ 1, p. 1241. 
COROLLARY 3.7. The mapping A H A* is a dual isomorphism between 
W’ and 8”. 
THEOREM 3.8. The mapping A H A* is a bijection between the set, V, of 
all contracted L-fuzzy ideals of R, on to the set, b, of all extended L-fuzzy 
ideals of S. 
Proof Since GF?=IJ~+~~~%?’ and &‘=UO+IEL8a, the proof follows 
from Corollary 3.7. 
DEFINITION 3.9 [ 10, Definition 2.11. A non-constant L-fuzzy ideal P of 
R is called prime iff for any L-fuzzy ideals A and B, AB < P implies either 
A<PorB<P. 
Remark 3.10. It is easy to check that (Z(R), <, .) is an integral 
Po-monoid (see [ 1, p. 319 and the definition on p. 324]), where . is the 
product of L-fuzzy ideals, and xR is the identity element. Thus if P is an 
L-fuzzy prime ideal of R, then by the definition in [ 1, p. 3341, it is obvious 
that P is a prime element of the integral Po-monoid Z(R). 
THEOREM 3.11. Let P be an L-fuzzy prime ideal of R. Then P is the 
contraction of an L-fuzzy prime ideal of S tf and only tf P = (P*),. 
Proof Let P be the contraction of the L-fuzzy prime ideal Q of S, i.e., 
P= Q,. So (P*), = ((Q,)*), = Q, = P. 
Conversely let P = (P*),, Then by Theorem 2.1 of [lo] we have 
(P*)* (x)=P(x)= 
if x~p 
otherwise, 
for some prime ideal p of R, and some prime element u of L. Now consider 
P,, E Z(R), where 
PO(X) = 
1 if xepeC 
a otherwise, 
where p’” = (p’)’ as in ordinary ring theory (see [13, p. 2191). By using 
Corollary 1.5, Definitions 3.4 and 3.5, and Proposition 2 of [2], it can be 
seen that (P*)* = P,. This implies that p =p”. Now by Proposition 11 of 
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[3, p. 513, we conclude that p = qc, for some prime ideal q of S. Now 
consider the L-fuzzy prime ideal Q of S, where 
Q(Y) = {; 
It is easy to see that P= h,(Q). 
THEOREM 3.12. Zf S is a faithfully j7at R-module, then every L-fuzzy 
prime ideal of R is the contraction of on L-fuzzy prime ideal of S. 
Proof Let P be an L-fuzzy prime ideal of R, thus by Theorem 2.1 of 
[lo] we have 
P(x) = 
1 if xep 
01 otherwise 
for some prime ideal p of R and prime element IX of L. Now by Theorem 1 
of [3, p. 511, p = q’, for some prime ideal q of S. If we consider Q E Z(S) 
such that 
Q(Y) = {; tthfr;yse 
then Q is an L-fuzzy prime ideal of S and Q, = P. 
In the following by R, we mean the ring of quotient of R, where S is a 
multiplicative set as in [9, p. 411. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let h: R + Rs be defined by f(a)= (a/l). Then every 
B E Z(R,) is an extended L-fuzzy ideal. 
Proof. Let A = B,. Thus A* = (B,)* < B, by Lemma 3.3(ii) (note that 
here we use the ordinary partial ordering on I”(R,)). On the other hand, 
for (a/s) E R,, we have 
B(a/.s)< B((s/l)(a/l))= B(a/l)= h(A)(a/l)<A*(a/l) 
<A*((l/.s)(a/l))=A*(a/s). 
Hence B < A*. Thereby the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 3.14. The L-fuzzy prime ideals of R, are in 1 - 1 corre- 
spondence with the L-fuzzy prime ideal of R, which attains a prime element 
of L on S. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that there exists a bijection between 
the prime ideals of Rs with prime ideals of R, not intersecting S. 
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